This example demonstrates luscus file format. The header of luscus files are identical with XYZ file format (cartesian coordinates of the 17 atoms in the examples). The <ATOM> section defines alternative name and numeration for each atom as well as the colour. Section <BONDS> defines bonding between atoms. Keyword AUTOMATIC=0 instructs luscus not to search bonding atoms according to interatomic distance, but to read the data from the <BONDS> section. Sections <VECTOR>, <TRIANGLE> and </SPHERE> define geometrical objects. Colour, transparency and the coordinates in these sections. Section<TEXTBOX> defines the text written on the screen. <ATOM> NAME = A NUMBER = 1 RED=0.953000 GREEN=0.180000 BLUE=0.259000 NAME = A NUMBER = 1 RED=0.941000 GREEN=0.784000 BLUE=0.627000 NAME = A NUMBER = 2 RED=0.953000 GREEN=0.180000 BLUE=0.259000 NAME = A NUMBER = 3 RED=0.953000 GREEN=0.180000 BLUE=0.259000 NAME = A NUMBER = 4 RED=0.953000 GREEN=0.180000 BLUE=0.259000 NAME = B NUMBER = 2 RED=0.941000 GREEN=0.784000 BLUE=0.627000 NAME = B NUMBER = 5 RED=0.953000 GREEN=0.180000 BLUE=0.259000 NAME = B NUMBER = 6 RED=0.953000 GREEN=0.180000 BLUE=0.259000 NAME = B NUMBER = 7 RED=0.953000 GREEN=0.180000 BLUE=0.259000 NAME = C NUMBER = 3 RED=0.941000 GREEN=0.784000 BLUE=0.627000 NAME = C NUMBER = 8 RED=0.953000 GREEN=0.180000 BLUE=0.259000 NAME = C NUMBER = 9 RED=0.953000 GREEN=0.180000 BLUE=0.259000 NAME = C NUMBER = 10 RED=0.953000 GREEN=0.180000 BLUE=0.259000 NAME = D NUMBER = 4 RED=0.941000 GREEN=0.784000 BLUE=0.627000 NAME = D NUMBER = 11 RED=0.953000 GREEN=0.180000 BLUE=0.259000 NAME = D NUMBER = 12 RED=0.953000 GREEN=0.180000 BLUE=0.259000 NAME = D NUMBER = 13 RED=0.953000 GREEN=0.180000 BLUE=0.259000 </ATOM> <BOND> AUTOMATIC = 0 2 1 1 2 3 1 2 4 1 2 5 1 6 7 1 6 8 1 6 9 1 1 6 1 10 11 1 10 12 1 10 13 1 9 10 1 14 15 1 14 16 1 14 17 1 13 14 1 </BOND> <VECTOR> RED = 0.000000 GREEN = 1.000000 BLUE = 0.061494 TRANSPARENCY = 1.000000 RADIUS = 0.100000 SHARPNESS = 0.100000 -1.502667 -0.850950 -2.840840 -3.847437 -0.500000 2.116754 </VECTOR> <TRIANGLE> RED = 1.000000 GREEN = 0.783490 BLUE = 0.000000 TRANSPARENCY = 0.700000 0.000000 0.000000 -0.570053 -1.302667 -0.752095 -2.754084 1.302667 -0.752095 -2.754084 </TRIANGLE> <TRIANGLE> RED = 1.000000 GREEN = 0.784314 BLUE = 0.000000 TRANSPARENCY = 0.700000 0.000000 0.000000 -0.570053 1.302667 -0.752095 -2.754084 0.000000 1.504190 -2.754084 </TRIANGLE> <TRIANGLE> RED = 1.000000 GREEN = 0.784314 BLUE = 0.000000 TRANSPARENCY = 0.700000 -1.302667 -0.752095 -2.754084 1.302667 -0.752095 -2.754084 0.000000 1.504190 -2.754084 </TRIANGLE> <TRIANGLE> RED = 1.000000 GREEN = 0.784314 BLUE = 0.000000 TRANSPARENCY = 0.700000 0.000000 0.000000 -0.570053 0.000000 1.504190 -2.754084 -1.302667 -0.752095 -2.754084 </TRIANGLE> <SPHERE> RED = 1.000000 GREEN = 0.672984 BLUE = 0.465110 TRANSPARENCY = 0.700000 RADIUS = 1.609504 0.463100 0.297963 0.942914 </SPHERE> <TEXTBOX> RED = 0.000000 GREEN = 0.000000 BLUE = 0.000000 X=196 Y=662 Times New Roman, Bold 24 Luscus example </TEXTBOX> <END>
